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We performed first-principles calculations of the spin-orbit effect appearing in the electronic struc-
ture of the well-known ferroelectric perovskite oxide PbTiO3, and analyzed the results within group-
theory-derived models. We evidenced some non-negligeable linear Rasbha spin splittings of the un-
occupied p bands of Pb atoms, and occupied p bands of oxygen atoms. Our calculations also show
that a cubic spin splitting is present for the unoccupied dxy bands of Ti atoms. All these spin-orbit
effects lead to complex spin textures reversible by switching the electric polarization, which could
be used for future spinorbitronic applications. Our results also demonstrate how applying epitaxial
strain could be envisaged to tune these properties, by changing the relative energy of some of the
bands or the magnitude of the linear/cubic coefficients describing the spin splitting.

I. INTRODUCTION11

Spin-orbit effects in non-magnetic materials lacking in-12

version symmetry allow a momentum-dependent lifting13

of band spin degeneracies and the appearance of spin-14

dependent electronic and transport properties.15

Discovered 60 years ago,1–3 spin-orbit effects in non-16

magnetic semiconductors were recently suggested as one17

of the most important research topics in condensed-18

matter science due to their possible use for spintronic19

and spinorbitronic applications.4–7 Proposed some years20

after the Dresselhaus effect,1 which originates from the21

so-called bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA), the Rashba22

effect2,8 is generally related to the presence of a struc-23

tural inversion asymmetry (SIA), linked with a poten-24

tial asymmetry and a polar axis. Mostly known in two-25

dimensional electron-gas systems, the Rashba effect offers26

a new way of functionalizing interfaces and surfaces as its27

strength can be tuned by applying an electric field.9 The28

Rashba effect is also known as the key property to de-29

sign the spin field-effect transistor (spin-FET) proposed30

by Datta and Das in 1990:4 In this device, the spin of31

electrons experiencing a magnetic field due to the Ras-32

bha effect in the channel will rotate and acquire a certain33

state when entering in the drain, which will depend on34

the applied electric field. More recently, Manipatruni et35

al.7 proposed an energy-efficient spin-orbit logic device,36

in which writing operations were performed thanks to37

ferromagnetic magnetoelectric switching, while the read-38

ing was done using spin-to-charge conversion, allowed in39

non-magnetic materials, via the inverse spin Hall effect40

or the inverse Edelstein effect.10–14 The Spin-orbit effects41

could also be detected and used in innovative devices42

when taken into account in ferroelectric tunnel junctions,43

owing to the tunneling anomalous Hall effect.15
44

Some years ago, it was found theoretically that the45

Rashba effect can additionally be present in ferroelectric46

Rashba semiconductors (FERSC) like GeTe and that the47

resulting spin textures can be reversed by manipulating48

the electric polarization.16 This first prediction was later49

confirmed experimentally17,18 and motivated other inves-50

tigations in order to propose new materials more suitable51

for applications.19–25
52

In their study of BiTeI, Bahramy et al.26 proposed53

some first rules to increase the Rashba parameter γ, con-54

sidering k ·p perturbative theory: A higher spin splitting55

could be obtained by maximizing the spin-orbit strength,56

minimizing the energy difference between neighboring57

states, and finally having neighboring states with com-58

patible symmetry character, suggesting to look toward59

semiconductors with narrow bandgaps. Even if a high60

Rashba spin splitting (RSS) of 4.8 eV.Å was obtained61

with GeTe, its narrow bandgap appears in fact to be62

detrimental to retain the electric polarization and fur-63

ther to control the Rashba-induced spin texture.64

Djani et al.25 recently defined additional rules to ob-65

tain functional FERSC with high RSS at the bottom of66

the conduction band and a sustainable electric polar-67

ization. They first studied the perovskite WO3 which68

presents a heavy 5d0 element in the octahedral atomic69

site and an out-of-plane polarization. They found that70

the lowest bands, with a majoritary dxy character, i.e.71

orbitals lying in the plane perpendicular to the electric72

polarization, present an almost zero RSS, on the contrary73

to d bands lying above. They further studied Bi2WO674

material for which the electric polarization is in plane,75

while the atomic confinement is out-of-plane, moving76

the bottom dxy bands upper in energy. For this ma-77

terial, they calculated a Rashba parameter of the order78

of 1 eV.Å and they showed that the electric polarization79

was also robust with electron doping.80

In addition to Bi-based compounds,19,25 lead-based81

materials also show promising properties in the case of82

halide perovskites.27,28
83
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In this paper, we investigate the setting of the Rashba84

effect in the well-known bulk ferroelectric oxide PbTiO3.85

We show that the unoccupied p bands of the Pb heavy86

cation in the A site display a non-negligible linear Rashba87

spin splitting (RSS) and that the dxy bands of the Ti88

atoms can also possess a large cubic spin splitting in89

some specific high-symmetry directions of the first Bril-90

louin zone. Furthermore, the relative position of the p91

and d bands can be modified by applying a compressive92

in-plane strain and the magnitude of the Rashba spin93

splitting can be tuned.94

II. CALCULATION DETAILS95

We performed Density Functional Theory (DFT)96

calculations by using the Vienna Ab initio package97

(VASP)29,30 with projector augmented wave (PAW)31
98

pseudopotentials, a cut-off energy of 500 eV, and the99

generalized gradient approximation for the exchange-100

correlation energy with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof ver-101

sion revised for solids (GGA-PBESol).32 The first Bril-102

louin zone was sampled by a 10×10×10 Monkhorst-Pack103

grid.33
104

Our calculations have been made with a 5-atom per-105

ovskite unit cell. We considered the P4mm space group,106

which corresponds to a tetragonal lattice with the elec-107

tric polarization along the [001] direction. The epitaxial108

strain is modeled by fixing the in-plane lattice parameter109

a to a certain value and by minimizing the total energy110

to determine the optimal out-of-plane lattice parameter111

c. All the internal coordinates have been optimized for112

each structure.113

The symmetry analysis and the setup of the k·p Hami-114

tonians have been made using the resources from the Bil-115

bao crystallographic server34,35 and the Refs. 36–39.116

The spin-orbit interaction, as implemented in VASP,40
117

was added self-consistently. The linear Rashba coefficient118

γ can be obtained by the formula γ = 2ER

kR
, where kR is119

the shift from the considered high-symmetry (HS) point120

of the band parabola extremum and ER is the difference121

of energy between this extremum and the band energy122

at the same HS point.16,19 This method can only be used123

considering a linear Rashba effect. Another method, also124

valid for higher-order in k variation consists in fitting,125

around the HS point, the energy difference of the two126

bands experiencing the spin splitting. To obtain all the127

coefficients, we used approximately 50-70 k vectors, with128

a maximum norm of 0.04 Å−1 (the norm being calculated129

according to the HS point taken as the origin).130

All the band energies are further given relatively to the131

Fermi energy EF, which is arbitrarily set at the valence132

band maximum (VBM).133

III. RESULTS134

A. General properties of PbTiO3 bulk135

The equilibrium lattice parameters have been calcu-136

lated to be a0 = 3.881 Å and c0 = 4.156 Å, corresponding137

to a c0/a0 ratio of 1.071, in agreement with theoretical138

and experimental data from the literature.41,42
139
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FIG. 1. Band structure of PbTiO3 a) without and b) with
the spin-orbit interaction. The majoritary d-orbital contri-
butions are given in color. The origin of the energy is set
at the top of the valence bands, which we also consider as
the Fermi level. Some area of interests around the HS points
are highlighted. c) The spin-moment decomposition (in ar-
bitrary units) is given along the full HS lines Z-R and Z-A,
to highlight the spin splitting of the yellow area and d) the
corresponding iso-energy (E = 2.5 eV) spin texture is given
in the Z-R-A plan (for kz = π

c0
). The kx and ky axis are in

units of 2π
a0

.

The calculated band structure without spin-orbit inter-140

action is given in Fig. 1a, showing an indirect band gap141

with a width of 1.65 eV, which is lower than the experi-142

mental value of 3.4 eV43 (this underestimation is typical143

of standard DFT calculations): The VBM is located at144

the X point and has a mixed Pb-s and O-p character,145

while the conduction band minimum (CBM) is at the Z146

point, with a Ti-dxy character and an energy close to its147

value at the Γ point. At the X point, we can notice a148

direct band gap of 2.86 eV between the VBM and the149

dxz + dyz bands of Ti, the px + py bands of Pb being150

only 0.03 eV above these last ones.151

Having spin splittings in a ferroelectric material like152

PbTiO3 is interesting as it presents a large band gap,153

which would allow avoiding charge leakage and alter-154

ing the electric polarization. Previous calculations have155
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shown that the polar distortion is robust upon hole dop-156

ing, down to -0.15 |e|/formula unit (f.u.) - where e cor-157

responds to the electric charge of an electron - and even158

increases by more than 40 % in the case of electron doping159

by adding +0.15 |e|/f.u.44,45 Moreover, this ferroelectric160

material presents the advantage to be well known and161

already widely used for different applications. This ma-162

terial or parent compounds have also been proposed to163

design future low-energy-consumption heterostructures164

such as magnetoelectric multiferroic interfaces,46–49 by165

adding a magnetic electrode. As we will show in the166

next section, the VBM and the CBM display interesting167

spin-orbit effects and these bands could be addressed by168

contacting PbTiO3 with a suitable metallic electrode. A169

good choice of metal would ideally have the same cubic170

structure than PbTiO3, a small lattice mismatch, and a171

work function Φ close to the ionization potential (exper-172

imentally measured to 6.2 eV43) to address the VBM, or173

close to the electronic affinity (2.8 eV43) for the CBM:174

Some candidates could then be Pd (Φ = 5.22-5.60 eV,50
175

a = 3.89 Å), Pt (Φ = 5.12-5.93 eV,50 a = 3.92 Å), or Ir176

(Φ = 5.00-5.67 eV,50 a = 3.84 Å) for the VBM, or Ag177

(Φ = 4.26-4.74 eV,50 a = 4.08 Å) for the CBM. Confirm-178

ing these hypotheses would require extended investiga-179

tions, in particular to address all the specific questions180

which can arise when dealing with interfaces (preserva-181

tion of the electric polarization, band alignement and182

band bending, etc.).51,52 A major concern which can183

strongly affect the Schottky barrier height at metal/oxide184

interfaces results from the oxidization of the metallic elec-185

trode and the subsequent creation of oxygen vacancies in186

the oxide. Using metallic oxides can thus be interest-187

ing as demonstrated by Chen et al.53, who proposed that188

RuO2 (φ = 6.1 eV54) and In2O3:Sn (φ = 4.5 eV55) could189

be used instead, with a preference for respectively hole190

and electron doping.191

B. Effects of the spin-orbit coupling192

As shown in Fig. 1b, including the spin-orbit coupling193

in the calculations induces several lifting of band degen-194

eracies, which are particularly visible for the p bands of195

the Pb heavy atom.196

The P4mm space group of PbTiO3 is linked to the C4v197

point group. At the Γ(0, 0, 0), Z(0,0, 1
2 ), M(1

2 , 1
2 ,0) and198

A( 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) high-symmetry (HS) points, the little group199

remains C4v and it is possible to write a 2-band Hamil-200

tonian, up to the 3rd order terms in k:201

HC4v
= α(k2

x + k2
y) + βk2

z + γ(kxσy − kyσx)
+γ′kxky(kyσy − kxσx) + γ′′(k3

xσy − k3
yσx)

(1)
where ki (i = x, y, z) are the components of the wave202

vector k given regarding to any HS point taken as the203

origin, σi are the Pauli matrices. α is related to the204

effective mass m∗ by the expression |α| = h̄2

2m∗ and is205

given for Pb-p and Ti-dxy bands in Table I. The term206

γ(kxσy − kyσx) has the usual form of the linear Rashba207

effect (γ is thus here the Rashba parameter),56,57 which208

will induce a spin splitting in directions perpendicular to209

Γ-Z. The two other terms which depend on γ′ and γ′′ are210

the 3rd-order terms in k and are in agreement with the211

derivation made by Vajna et al.56 and Shanavas.58
212
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FIG. 2. Spin textures calculated according to the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. 1 for only one of the two splitted bands (with
only one direction of spin), with a) a pz character and b) a
dxy character at the Z point. These spin textures lead to
the iso-energy (E −EF = 2.5 eV) spin textures given respec-
tively in c) and d). The parameters α, γ, γ′ and γ′′ used to
solve the Hamiltonian are obtained by fitting the band energy
dispersions calculated with the DFT and are given in Table I.

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will fo-213

cus our discussion on the CBM bands around the Z HS214

point shown in Fig. 1c. Other points will be described215

only briefly and the special case of the X( 1
2 ,0,0) point,216

which is linked to a C2v little group, is described in the217

Appendix A. We can notice that according to symme-218

try considerations the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 only displays219

terms depending on σx and σy. Near the HS points, no220

σz-dependent terms are allowed and we verified from our221

DFT results that the spin texture has a zero spin mag-222

netization contribution along the z[001] axis for every k223

vectors.224

From the previous Hamiltonian, we can derive the spin-225

dependent eigenvalues E± to obtain the band energy226

dispersions. The difference of these dispersion energies227

∆EC4v = E+ −E− for the spin-splitted bands is defined228

in the Z→R (considering R with coordinates ( 1
2 ,0, 1

2 )) and229

Z→A directions as:230

∆EC4v
(Z→R) = 2

(
γkx + γ′′k3

x

)
(2a)

∆EC4v
(Z→A) = 2γk‖ + γ̃′k3

‖ (2b)
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TABLE I. Main parameters of the Eq. 1 and 2 calculated at
the HS points for the conduction bands with a mostly Pb-p
or Ti-dxy character and an energy E − EF. The klim defined
in Eq. 3 and calculated in the Γ-M or Z-A directions is also
provided to get an idea of the relative effect of the linear (γ) or
cubic (γ′ and γ′′) spin-splitting terms on the band dispersion.

Pb-p

HS E − EF α (m∗) γ γ′ γ′′ |klim|
Point (eV) eV.Å2 (m0) (eV.Å) (eV.Å3) (eV.Å3) Å−1

A 5.65 -8.00 (1.35) 0.51 -1.27 -2.82 0.50

Γ 5.46 -4.71 (2.29) 0.93 -3.00 0.87 0.93

M 4.56 -7.98 (1.35) 0.30 2.24 -3.35 0.74

Z 2.43 10.16 (1.06) 0.30 0.92 -2.44 0.63

Ti-dxy

Γ 1.63 7.25 (1.48) 0.01 -0.87 -0.04 0.15

Z 1.63 6.75 (1.59) ∼ 0 7.73 0.11 0.01

with k‖ =
√
k2
x + k2

y and γ̃′ = γ′ + γ′′.231

We will first consider the Rashba spin splitting of the232

unoccupied p bands of the Pb atoms. The Pb-pz bands233

have an effective masse of 1.06 m0 near the Z point (see234

Table I). As it can be observed from the Fig. 1d (black235

arrows), these bands possess also an iso-energy spin tex-236

ture which consists in two concentric circles with tan-237

gent spins rotating in inverse directions. The one-band238

total spin texture is displayed in Fig. 2a and is clearly239

indicative of a linear Rashba spin splitting, as confirmed240

by our fits of the Pb-pz bands around the Z HS point,241

which give an almost isotropic linear-Rashba parameter242

γ = 0.3 eV/Å.243

In Table I, we report the linear Rashba coefficients γ244

obtained at the other C4v HS points Γ, M and A for the245

Pb-p conduction bands. The different spin splittings are246

generally of the order of 0.30 eV.Å but can increase up247

to 1 eV/Å. These higher values remain however lower248

than the highest values reported in the litterature, i.e.249

3.8 eV.Å for BiTeI59 or 4.8 eV.Å for GeTe16 for example,250

even if they are of the same order of magnitude than the251

splitting reported for a Au(111) surface.60 They also have252

the disadvantage to appear at higher energy compared253

to the Fermi level: from about 4.5 eV at the M point to254

approximately 5.5 eV at the Γ and A points, compared255

to 2.43 eV at Z.256

The situation for the Pb-px bands at the X HS point257

is more complicated because of its C2v little group and258

of the proximity of the Ti-d bands (see Appendix A).259

By comparing Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, we can notice that260

the Pb-px conduction states are splitted regarding to261

their spin and are lowered in energy when including the262

spin-orbit interaction, appearing thus as the lowest un-263

occupied states for this HS point. As discussed in Ap-264

pendix A, the O-px VBM at X also displays a linear265

anisotropic Rashba spin splitting with an averaged pa-266

rameter of < γ >= 0.31 eV.Å.267

Going back to Figs. 1c-d, we can also be interested in268

considering the dxy bands of the Ti atoms, which are be-269

low the p bands of Pb and constitute the CBM. These270

bands have some effective mass of 1.59 m0 at the Z point,271

which is nearly 4 times higher than the calculated values272

at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface.61 These bands nonethe-273

less present some spin splitting, which could be com-274

pared to the Rashba effect reported in SrTiO3.9,58,61,62
275

By fitting the band-energy difference as a function of276

k, we found that, on the contrary to the p bands, the277

γ′ cubic term is now dominating, partly because of the278

very low linear term γ. The cubic terms in the spin-279

splitting hamiltonian helps introducing an anisotropy as280

a function of k‖, in the planes perpendicular to the po-281

lar axis, as ∆EC4v
(Z→R) does not depend on γ′, while282

∆EC4v
(Z→A) does. We can see that we have a very low283

spin-splitting in the Z→R direction, with a linear Rashba284

parameter γ of 1×10−3 eV.Å and the cubic term γ′′ equal285

to 0.11 eV.Å3. We can thus make the approximation that286

γ ∼ 0, which gives a purely cubic variation of the spin287

splitting in the Z→A direction, with γ̃′ = 7.84 eV.Å3, and288

leading to the one-band spin texture given in Fig. 2b.289

For comparison, we can mention that cubic spin-290

splitting parameters have been mesured or calculated in291

SrTiO3. Nakamura et al.62 deduced from their magneto-292

transport mesurements on SrTiO3(001) surfaces a cubic293

Rashba coefficient of 1 to 2 eV.Å3 depending on the car-294

rier density. This experimental value is however difficult295

to compare with our calculations owing to the fact that296

in our model, the cubic parameter depends on the con-297

sidered reciprocal-space direction. The cubic Rashba in298

SrTiO3-based two-dimensional electron systems is gener-299

ally mostly attributed to the dxz+dyz bands rather than300

the dxy for which the Rashba spin splitting is rather lin-301

ear, or even vanishing:58,61,63 The linear Rashba (when302

omitting the possibility to have a cubic order) is gener-303

ally admitted to be of the order of 0.02 eV.Å,9,61 while304

the cubic parameter has been reported with theoretical305

values of 4 eV.Å3,61 and approximately 2.4 eV.Å3.58
306

Until now, we said that the Pb-pz bands display a spin307

texture mainly described by its linear term, while the Ti-308

dxy bands are on the contrary more related to the cubic309

terms. It is however interesting to note that for the Pb-310

pz bands the calculated terms γ′ and γ′′ given in Table I311

seem to be not negligible, with non zero values. If we312

take the energy difference relation of Eq. 2 in the Z→A313

direction (also valid for A→Z, Γ→M and M→Γ directions),314

we can define a momentum value above which the con-315

tribution of the cubic term γ̃′ will start to be higher than316

the contribution of the linear term :317

|klim (Z→A) | =

√
2|γ|
|γ̃′|

(3)

The values calculated for |klim| at each direction are318

given in Table I and are really indicative of our obser-319

vations. Indeed we can see that they vary from 0.50 to320

0.90 Å−1 (i.e. 0.31 to 0.58 in 2π
a0

units) for the Pb-pz321
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bands, which are lengths in the order of the size of the322

first Brillouin zone, while it is only 0.01 Å−1 (0.01 in 2π
a0

323

units) for the Ti-dxy bands.324

If we made the approximation that the spin splitting325

for the Pb-pz bands only depends on γ, and those of the326

Ti-dxy bands only on γ′, then the spin texture would327

have a form described by the following equations:328

(
m±x ,m

±
y

)
γ

=

(
∓sin(θ)

2
,±cos(θ)

2

)
(4a)

(
m±x ,m

±
y

)
γ′

=

(
∓h(θ)

cos(θ)

2
,±h(θ)

sin(θ)

2

)
(4b)

where θ is the angle between k‖ and kx. h(θ) = 1 if329

0 < θ < π
2 and π < θ < 3π

2 and h(θ) = −1 if π
2 < θ < π330

and 3π
2 < θ < 2π. The spin magnetization is defined331

according to its in-plane components m±i = 〈±|σi

2 |±〉332

(i = x, y), where |+〉 and |−〉 are the spin-dependent333

eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1.334

The equation 4 predicts that the spin texture of the pz335

bands would consist in spins rotating around the Z point.336

The bands dxy, if their spin splitting depended only on γ′,337

would on the contrary have a spin texture made by spin338

rotating around the corner of the 2D Brillouin zone A,339

and with no defined value along the Z-R axis. These two340

approximations agree rather well with the spin textures341

of Fig. 2. In the case of the dxy bands (Fig. 2b), we342

can observe some spins with a direction perpendicular to343

the Z-R axis, which are allowed if we take the complete344

expression for the spin texture, i.e. including the three345

γ, γ′ and γ′′ terms. These perpendicular spins explain346

the non-zero my contribution plotted in Fig. 1c for the Z-347

R direction. Taking simultaneously the spin textures for348

the two directions of spin (|+〉 and |−〉) and at the specific349

energy E−EF = 2.5 eV allows to recover approximately350

the iso-energy spin texture for the pz (Fig.2c) and dxy351

(Fig. 2d) bands. Combining these two figures gives a352

result comparable to the DFT texture of Fig. 1d.353

The whole spin textures presented in this paper and354

extracted from the DFT calculations can however be a355

little more complex than those obtained from our model356

hamiltonian, especially those given in the Appendix A357

and B. Different aspects have to be kept in mind. First358

of all, the given hamiltonians are defined perturbatively359

and are only valid near the HS points. Secondly, higher-360

order terms in k can still be considered, and their mag-361

nitudes are expected to increase relatively to the linear362

term when increasing k, i.e. when going away from the363

HS points. Finally, a 2-band hamiltonian omit different364

terms and can be insufficient to describe a system where365

several bands with different characters are close in energy366

and hybridize one with each other.367

In the previous section, we also mentioned that the368

electric polarization is persistent upon charge doping. As369

a first approximation, we have considered that such dop-370

ing does not change considerably the band structure, and371

that the change of the Fermi energy is linked with a rigid372

shift of the whole band structure. A verification of this373

approximation is beyond the scope of this paper.374

If the correct magnitude of each spin splitting param-375

eter is not easy to evaluate with a great precision, we376

however verified that the rotation directions of the spins377

are reversible by switching the electric polarization for378

all the spin textures presented in this section and in the379

appendices.380

C. Effects of the strain381
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FIG. 3. a) Band structure of strained PbTiO3 with spin-
orbit interaction, for an in-plane lattice parameter a = 3.8 Å.
b) Evolution as a function of the strain ηxx of the lowest
unoccupied band energies at the X (left panel) and Z (right
panel) high-symmetry points.

We showed the interest of both the p bands of Pb382

atoms and d bands of Ti for the relatively high linear383

or cubic spin splittings they can display. It could thus be384

interesting to be able to tune the energy of these bands385

in order to be more or less addressable when PTO is386

contacted with a metallic layer, and the corresponding387

spin-splitting magnitude to get different spin textures388

and transport properties from a same material.389

This tunability could be achieved by applying a com-390

pressive in-plane strain on PbTiO3. The P4mm phase of391

this oxide has been found to be stable for a wide range of392

in-plane strain ηxx, from −7.0 % to +1.3 %.64,65. We de-393

fine ηxx = a(Sub)−a0(PTO)
a0(PTO) , with a(Sub) being the lattice394

parameter of a selected substrate, and a0(PTO) the equi-395

librium in-plane lattice parameter calculated for PbTiO3.396

Strain can affect the band structure of semiconductors397

by, e.g., (i) shifting bands, (ii) tuning band gaps and398

effective mass of carriers, and even (iii) introducing new399

band splittings.39 The first two effects (i) and (ii) are gen-400

eral consequences of strain, while item (iii) only occurs401
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if strain modifies the crystal symmetry.66 In our inves-402

tigated PTO materials, only the in-plane biaxial strain403

(ηxx = ηyy) and the resulting out-of-plane strain (ηzz)404

can change their values, implying that the P4mm sym-405

metry of PTO is conserved and therefore no new splitting406

can happen due to this strain application.407

In the band structure of Fig. 3a, which corresponds to408

an in-plane lattice parameter of 3.8 Å (ηxx = −2.1 %),409

and which could be obtained by growing PbTiO3 on a410

substrate like LaAlO3 (a = 3.789 Å), we can see that the411

dyz bands of the Ti atom are shifted upward in energy412

and the px + py unoccupied bands are the lowest unoc-413

cupied bands at the X point, even if they remain higher414

in energy than the dxy bands at the Γ and Z points, for415

which the energy almost does not change. This tendency416

is confirmed if we perform systematic calculations by ap-417

plying a compressive in-plane strain to PbTiO3 in the418

range of ηxx = −4.7 % to +0.5 % (the calculated out-419

of-plane lattice parameters and the resulting change of420

eletric polarization P are given in the Appendix C). The421

complete variation of each band energies can be seen in422

Fig. 3b as a function of the in-plane strain, showing that423

the relative order of the bands stays the same at the Z424

point, contrary to the X point which is mainly affected by425

the strong variation of the dyz bands. With a very large426

in-plane strain, it could be possible to decorrelate the427

unoccupied p bands of the heavy atom and the d bands428

of the transition metal. We have found it is indeed the429

case for another lone-pair ferroelectric oxide, with a natu-430

rally high c/a ratio: BiScO3 (see Appendix D) possesses431

Sc-d bands higher in energy than the Bi-p bands and432

gives Rashba effects similar to those already observed in433

BiAlO3.19
434

ηxx (%)
−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1

84.5

85.0
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n(
d x

y) 
(%

)

32
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)
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FIG. 4. Evolution as a function of the in-plane strain ηxx of
a) the Rashba parameter and b) the band character n. The
results are given for the Ti-dxy (in red) and the Pb-pz (in
black) bands at the Z point.

Focusing on the band splitting at the Z point, Fig. 4a435

shows that the crystal distortion upon in-plane strain436

affects the Rashba parameter: We observe a linear in-437

crease (decrease) as a function of ηxx with a coefficient438

of 7.74 eV.Å (−30.27 eV.Å3) for the unoccupied Pb-pz439

(Ti-dxy) bands. For the Pb-pz bands the averaged linear440

Rashba coefficient is consequently strongly reduced, from441

almost 0.35 eV.Å to nearly 0.02 eV.Å when the lattice442

parameter is strained down to ηxx = −4.7 %, while on443

the contrary γ̃′ increases from 7.84 eV.Å3 to 9.29 eV.Å3.444

From the group theory, considering the strain effect,445

we can demonstrate this linear variation. It is indeed446

possible to show that each coefficient (α, β, γ...) can be447

re-written following the same form:448

γ̃ = γ + γ1(ηxx + ηyy) + γ2ηzz (5)

with ηij being the ij elements of the strain tensor in449

Voigt notation, ηxx = ηyy, and ηzz = − 2C12

C11
ηxx. We can450

then write:451

γ̃ = γ + γ̃1ηxx (6)

with γ̃1 = 2(γ1 − C12

C11
γ2).452

Such formula thus naturally explains the linear depen-453

dence with strain of some aforementioned Rashba coeffi-454

cients.455

A more detailed analysis would be necessary to obtain456

a more complete picture of the Rashba-coefficients varia-457

tion, in particular for lattice parameters close to the equi-458

librium. A direct interpretation of the role of the band459

hybridization and of the interband interactions requires460

more extensive calculations via for example tight-binding461

models,25,58 which is beyond the scope of this paper. The462

Rashba parameter has been predicted to depend on the463

band-gap energies between bands for which the symme-464

try allows the perturbative transition26, and also on the465

hopping parameters,61 which can be related to the band466

hybridization. If we consider the Fig. 4b, we can see that467

a correlation between the evolution of the band charac-468

ter n (obtained after projecting the wave functions onto469

spherical harmonics in atomic spheres) and those of the470

spin splitting parameters could exist. We indeed observe471

an increase of γ̃′ by nearly 18.5 % when ηxx goes from 0472

to 4.7 %, which is concomitant with an increase of 1.9 %473

of the dxy band character for the Ti atoms, which could474

be linked to a change of the band hybridization and/or475

a stronger localization of the dxy states in the atomic476

sphere when reducing the in-plane lattice parameter. For477

the linear Rashba parameter of the Pb-pz orbitals, we478

have on the contrary a strong decrease of γ by 94 %,479

which could be associated with the decrease of n(pz) by480

14 %.481

In this paper, we chose to focus only on the simplest482

tetragonal P4mm phase of PbTiO3. Other phases (mon-483

oclinic or orthorhombic), with an in-plane electric polar-484

ization have also been found to be stable for sufficient485

in-plane tensile strain.64,65 These phases would thus be486

interesting as they could promote spin textures with a487

mz component. Having a tensile strain would also cer-488

tainly allow to decrease the energy of the dxz and dyz489

bands, which are known to be responsible for inducing a490

cubic Rashba effect in SrTiO3.58,61,63
491

IV. CONCLUSIONS492

We have analyzed the spin splitting resulting from the493

spin-orbit interaction for the highest occupied and low-494
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est unoccupied bands of the tetragonal and ferroelectric495

oxide PbTiO3. We have shown that the unoccupied p496

bands of Pb atoms of PbTiO3 and occupied p bands497

of oxygen atoms present a non-negligible linear Rashba498

spin splittings at different HS points of the first Brillouin499

zone such as the X or Z point, where they are the clos-500

est from the Fermi level, with a linear Rashba coefficent501

of approximately 0.3 eV/Å. The unoccupied Ti-d bands,502

which constitutes the CBM, also display different spin503

splitting, the variation of which is dominated by cubic504

terms as a function of the wave vector k.505

The whole spin textures resulting on the combined spin506

splitting of each band are all reversible by switching the507

electric polarization direction, but they are quite com-508

plex due to the anisotropy induced by the cubic terms,509

by the symmetry breaking at some HS point, or by the510

contribution of several bands at some energies. Applying511

a compressive in-plane strain could help promoting the512

contribution of the desired cubic or linear terms of one513

band or another, by changing both the magnitude of the514

spin-splitting parameters or the relative energies of each515

band, which will then be able or not to participate to the516

tranport processes.517

Appendix A: Spin texture in the Γ-X-M plan518
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FIG. 5. Spin-projected band structures, with the corre-
sponding iso-energy spin textures for a) the lowest unoccu-
pied and b) highest occupied bands. The spin projection for
the band structures is done on my along X-Γ direction and
mx along the X-M direction, because only kx or ky are re-
spectively varying along these directions. The iso-energy spin
textures are plotted in the Γ-X-M plan (for kz = 0) and for
energies E − EF = 2.7 eV) and −0.3 eV.

Fig. 5a,b give the spin-projected band structure and519

some iso-energy spin textures around the X HS point for520

both the lowest unoccupied bands and the VBM. Due to521

the C2v little group of X point, the difference of energies522

makes appear an anisotropic spin splitting in the k space,523

even if considering only first-order terms in k:524

∆EC2v
= 2
√

(γxkx)2 + (γyky)2 (A1)

The spin texture of the VBM shows the linear Rashba525

spin splitting made by states with a mostly O-2px charac-526

ter, slightly hybridized with Pb-s states. Unlike for the527

Pb-pz states at the Z point and presented in Fig. 1d,528

we can see that the circular contours are not exactly529

isotropic. This is reflected by the two different Rashba530

coefficients calculated to be γx = 0.44 eV.Å in the X→Γ531

direction and γy = 0.19 eV.Å for the X→M direction.532

The unoccupied Pb-px states are found less anisotropic533

(γx = 0.20 eV.Å and γy = 0.19 eV.Å) but the complixity534

of their corresponding spin texture resides in the energy535

proximity of the Ti-dyz bands. As seen in Fig. 3b, these536

dyz bands can be shifted upward in energy by applying537

an in-plane strain, which could help to explain the dif-538

ferent variations observed for γx and γy as a function of539

ηxx (see Fig.6).540

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

γ 
(e

V
.Å

)

γx (VBM)

γy (VBM)

γx (CBM)

γy (CBM)

ηxx (%)

FIG. 6. Variation of the linear Rashba parameters γx and γy
as a function of the in-plane strain ηxx around the X point.

For the VBM (/lowest unoccupied bands) along X→Γ,541

γx decreases from 0.44 eV.Å (respectively 0.19 eV.Å) to542

0.38 eV.Å (respectively 0.07 eV.Å) when decreasing a543

from 3.9 (ηxx = +0.5 %) to 3.7 Å (ηxx = −4.7 %). The544

Rashba coefficient γy shows on the contrary an increase of545

approximately 40 % in the X→M direction for the VBM,546

from 0.17 to 0.24 eV.Å. It is also noteworthy that the547

variation of the Rashba spin splittings as a function of the548

in-plane lattice parameter is linear in the range of ηxx =549

−4.7 % to -0.8 % at the X point (Fig. 6), with an increase550

rate of γx 2.92 eV.Å and 1.68 eV.Å, respectively for the551

CBM and VBM in the X→Γ direction. Above ηxx =552

−0.8 %, the sudden increase of γy for the unoccupied553

Pb-px bands (yellow curve) is certainly a result of the554

crossing with the dyz bands.555
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Appendix B: Spin texture at the Γ point556
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FIG. 7. a) One-band spin texture calculated from the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. 1 by using the parameters of Table I for the dxy
bands around Γ point and b) the corresponding iso-energy
spin texture (E = 1.65 eV) in the Γ-X-M plan (for kz = 0).

We described previously the spin splitting and spin tex-557

tures of the Pb-pz or Ti-dxy bands at the Z point, where558

we demonstrated that the behavior is mostly dependent559

either on γ or γ′. However, if we consider the dxy bands560

at Γ, we can see from the values of Table I, that |klim|561

is equal to 0.15 Å−1, which corresponds to 0.09 in 2π
a0

562

units. We thus expect a competition between the linear563

and cubic spin-splitting terms in the viscinity of the Γ564

point. In Fig 7a, we can see that for kx < 0.05, we have565

a linear Rasbha-like behaviour, which can give iso-energy566

spin textures (Fig 7b) consistent with the DFT calcula-567

tions, while for kx > 0.05 the spin texture becomes more568

complex and the model less accurately match the DFT569

results (not shown). Despite the discrepancies appear-570

ing between the DFT calculations and our model for this571

spin texture, the band dispersion energies are on the con-572

trary correctly fitted. This shows that, as mentioned at573

the end of the section III B, the model for the spin tex-574

ture may be mostly valid for k vectors close from the HS575

points, i.e. kx < 0.05 in the present case.576

Appendix C: Tetragonal distortion under strain577

Decreasing the in-plane lattice parameter a from 3.9578

to 3.7 Å increases accordingly the c/a ratio from 1.054579

to 1.257, i.e. by ≈ 19 %, as it can be seen in Fig. 8a.580

The value of the electric polarization P for the equi-581

librium lattice parameters (ηxx = 0) was estimated to582

be 0.89 C.m−2, from calculations using the Berry-phase583

formalism.67 This value is in agreement, even if a little584

higher, with experimental (0.75 C.m−2)68 and theoretical585

(0.79 C.m−2)64 values reported in the literature. We then586

calculated an increase of P as a function of the in-plane587

strain ηxx (see Fig. 8b), reaching a value of 1.22 C.m−2
588

for ηxx = −4.7 %. Such strain-induced enhancement of589

polarization is well-known in the literature.64
590
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FIG. 8. a) Calculated out-of-plane lattice parameter c and
c/a ratio as a function of the in-plane lattice parameter a. b)
Electrical polarization P as a function of the in-plane strain
ηxx.

Appendix D: Band structure of BiScO3591

The Fig. 9 displays the band structure calculated for592

tetragonal BiScO3 (a = 3.807 Å and c = 4.894 Å),593

which has already been predicted to possess an axial ra-594

tio c/a = 1.285.69 The band structure gives an indirect595

band gap of 1.26 eV, with a Bi-p character for the low-596

est conduction bands. Different spin splittings can be597

noticed in the vicinity of the HS points. These linear598

RSS mainly correspond to Rashba parameters of approx-599

imately 0.4 eV.Å in the viscinity of Z, i.e. for kz = π/c,600

while they are well lower, with values of 0.06-0.08 eV.Å601

near Γ and X, for kz = 0.602
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FIG. 9. Band structure calculated for BiScO3 with the
contribution of each atom in color and two spin textures cal-
culated in a (kx,ky,0) plane, to highlight the spin splittings of
the VBM at the X point and the CBM at the Z point.
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